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We have obtained an approximate expression for the impedance
function at all frequencies, temperatures, and coup]ing strengths
of an electron coupled to a polar lattice (a system commonly called
a polaron). The starting point for the calculation is the quantum
mechanical expression for the expected current. The phonon co-
ordinates are eliminated from this expression by well-known field-
theory techniques. The resulting exact "inQuence functional" is
then approximated by a corresponding quadratic "infiuence func-
tional" which, it is hoped, imitates the rea] polaron. Correction
terms are computed to account for the difference between the
approximate impedance and the exact polaron impedance in a
manner closely analogous to Feynman's treatment of the polaron
self-energy. In fact, the analytic evaluation of the expression for
the impedance obtained here is carried out using the approximate

"influence functional" that was successfully empj. oyed in minimiz-
ing the binding (and free) energy of the polaron in earlier calcula-
tions. However, the accuracy obtained using this approximation,
for the impedance calculation, is less satisfactory and its limita-
tions are discussed. Nevertheless, beginning at intermediate
coupling strengths, the approximate impedance produces a level
structure of increasing complexity and narrowing resonances as the
coupling strengthens. This suggests that further refinements may
be fruitful. Methods for finding a better quadratic inhuence func-
tional for use in our impedance expression as well as ways of
improving the expression further are suggested. A comparison of
our results with those of the Boltzmann equation points up
interesting differences which arise from reversing the order of
taking limits of zero frequency and coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

I electron in a polar crystal interacts with the
surrounding crystal. The effect of this interaction

is to surround the electron with a distorted lattice: a
cloud of phonons. The nature of this system, "the
polaron, " has been extensively studied. ' ' It is interest-
ing as a phenomenon in solids, but it has an extended
interest since it is one of the simplest examples of the
interaction of a particle and a Geld. It is in many ways
analogous to the problem of a nucleon interacting with
a meson field. (The extra complications of spin and iso-
topic spin do not, however, permit direct use of the
methods to be described here, without some extension
of their power. ) In cases of practical interest, the
coupling between the electron and the longitudinal
optical modes of vibration of the crystal is sufficiently
strong that simple perturbation methods do not apply.
It is the strong-coupling aspect of the problem which
has aroused so much interest. For this reason, the
"polaron problem" has generally been studied in a con-
siderably idealized form.

It is assumed that in the undistorted lattice the elec-
tron would move as a free particle (with possibly an
altered mass), that only the optical modes interact with
the electron, that they do so in a very simple way, and

' R. P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. 97, 660 (1955), hereafter to be
called I.

2H. Frohlich, Advances in Physics, edited by N. F. Mott
(Taylor and Francis, Ltd. , London, 1954), Vol. 3, p. 325.' S. I. Pekar, Zhur. Eksp. i Teoret. Fiz, 19, 796 (1949).' T. D. Schultz, Phys. Rev. 116, 526 (1960).

that they all have the same frequency. These are quite
drastic simplifications; however, sufficient data are not
available to improve these assumptions so as to repre-
sent any actual crystal. The methods given here do not
require these simplifications (except perhaps that the
electron's kinetic energy is a quadratic function of its
momentum); the same techniques can be readily applied
to include variations of frequency and coupling of the
optical modes with wave number, influences of other
modes, etc. , although some of the integrals done analyti-
cally here might have to be done numerically.

In discussing losses and mobility such idealization

may alter completely the true behavior, because some
essential loss mechanism such as lattice defects or inter-
action with acoustic phonons has been idealized away.
It is important to appreciate, therefore, that in all the
remaining analysis and discussion we shall be talking
only about a strictly idealized problem.

One of us' has shown that the ground-state energy
and effective mass of the polaron could be calculated
with considerable accuracy from a variational principal
obeyed by path integrals. Of more interest, experi-
mentally, is the mobility of the polaron and, more
generally, its response to weak, spatially uniform, time
varying electric 6elds. This is a more complicated
problem involving the rate at which a drifting electron
loses momentum by phonon interactions, through emis-
sions of phonons or collisions with phonons already
present. In the practical situation at temperatures not
too near the melting point of the crystal the density of
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optical phonons is quite low as a result of the high energy
required to excite them. In our idealized model losses
can occur only through collisions with optical phonons,
so that these collisions could be analyzed by first finding
the collision cross section and then using the Boltzmann
equation (or equivalently the usual formulas for trans-
port cross section) to get the mobility. ' This is the
technique generally employed in transport problems.
Yet there exists a class of transport problems in which
this cannot be done. If many phonons are colliding
simultaneously with an electron most of the time, and
if there are possibly quantum interferences among these
collisions (such that the cross section for scattering from
one phonon depends on the presence and behavior of
others), the collisions cannot be separated in time as
required for the validity of the Boltzmann transport
equation. What we need to calculate (the average posi-
tion of an electron at time t, if at t=0 a pulsed electric
field was applied) can be easily written formally, but
little has been done with such a form unless the coupling
is weak or the collisions are well separated. '7

A secondary interest which we had in this problem
was to see if we could compute transport problems in
cases when not only the perturbation theory, but also
the Boltzmann equation is inadequate. Therefore, in
spite of its lack of reality, we have analyzed the problem
of the impedance of a polaron of arbitrary coupling
strength in an oscillating electric field, for arbitrary
temperatures (temperatures so high perhaps that the
Boltzmann factor e ""~ for the energy Ace of the
optical modes is not necessarily small).

In any specific range of conditions, such as low tem-
perature, high temperature, or high frequency of ex-
ternal electric field, etc. , special approximations might
be made to obtain a better answer than is given by
our general formula. However, it was of interest to see
how well one could do in a general way for arbitrary
values of the parameters.

II. FORMULATION OF THE MOBILITY PROBLEM
IN TERMS OF THE ELECTRON

COORDINATES ALONE

If a weak alternating electric field E=Eoe'"' is applied
to the crystal in the x direction, the current induced

(by motion of the electron) may be written as

This defines the impedance function s(v) which we wish

to calculate. We will assume that the crystal is isotropic
so that j=(x), where (x) is the expectation of the elec-

tron displacement in the x direction (taking the electric
charge as unity). The displacement (x) is E/ivs(v).

~ J. Howarth and E. H. Sondheimer, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
A219, 53 (1953).' R. Knbo, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 12, 570, 1203 (1957).' M. Lax, Phys. Rev. 109, 1921 (1958).

Transformed to time variables, this implies that

(x(r) )= — iG(r a—)E(o)da, (2)

where G(r), i times the electron displacement at time r
induced by a pulsed electric field at time zero, has the
inverse transform

G(r)e '"'dr=G(v) =Lvs(v)] '.

We take G(r) =0 for r(0.'
The effect of a perturbing field E(t) in the x direction

is to add to the complete Hamiltonian of the system II,
the term —xE(t)—= —E X (where x is the component
of the vector position of the electron X in the direction
of the field). If at some time (a), long before the field is
turned on Li.e., E(t) =0 for t(a] the state of the system
is represented by the density matrix p„ then the density
matrix at time ~ is U(r, a)p, U' t(r, a). Thus, the ex-
pected position at time r is

(x(r))=Tr/xU(r, a) .pU'- (tr, )a],
where

T

U(r, a) = exp i —PI, X, E(s)]d—s
a

(4)

is the unitary operator for the development of a state
in time with the complete Hamiltonian H —X E.

We use a time-ordered operator notation; all un-

primed operators are placed to the left, latest times
farthest to the left, then the matrix p at the right and
finally all primed operators on the right of p, with latest
times farthest to the right. Thus, primed operators
are ordered oppositely to unprimed. We can, therefore,
write

T

U' '(r, a)=exp i [H„' X,' E'(s)]ds . —(6)

" In our idealized model X and E mill be in the same direction,
although in general (in the presence of magnetic field or aniso-
tropic crystalline 6elds), G and s will be tensors.

s R. P. Feynman, Phys. Rev. 84, 108 (1951).

The quantity E is not an operator but simply a function
of s so that in (4), E'(s) =E(s). However, as we shall
see in a moment, it is convenient to handle a more
general case where E and E' are di6'erent arbitrary
functions of s.

For weak fields we expand (4) to first order in E and
find an expression for x(r) of the form (2). Evidently,

iG(r a) is the response—to a 8—function E, so we may
set g(s) = e8(s o)=E'(s), su—bstitute into (4), and ex-

pand the exponential to first order in e. However, we
note that (4) itself may be considered to be —i times the
first functional derivative with respect to E(r) E'(r)of—
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P.'(s) = eb(s —o) —qb(s —7).

The quantity we require is

G(r o)—= ,'(8'—g/BitBe)„, o==

(gb)

If the initial state is one of a definite temperature
T, then

t.= exp( —0&)/0, (10)

where /=1/kT and Q is a normalizing constant, which
we eliminate by calculating (1/2g)(B'g/BgBe) evaluated
at e=g=0.

The Hamiltonian representing an electron in inter-
action with the vibrational modes of a crystal is

H =P'/2m++» oi»a»"u»

+V ' 'P» [C»*a»t exp( —iK X)
+C»$» exp(iK X)). (11)

In this expression, aK, aK are the annihilation and
creation operation of phonons of momentum K, fre-

quency cox, coupled to the electron via the coupling
coefficient C», P is the momentum of the electron;
X is its coordinate; m is its effective mass calculateed in
a fixed lattice; V is the crystal volume. We take
A 1, m 1.

As a speci6c example we shall take the simplified
model of Frohlich in which coK ——1 independent of K,

as b ~ +~, and a ~ —~. That is to say, we calculate

g from (5), (6), and (7) with

E(s) = eb(s o—)+rtb(s r—) (Sa)

o"m X(t)D X'(t), (12)

where

and C» ——i23 'm' 'a' '/
~
K~, where u is a constant related

to the dielectric constant; intermediate coupling corre-
sponds to a=6.

The quantity p, the initial distribution, should be
e ~~ for the full Hamiltonian H. If the time (a) is
suKciently far in the past we can just as well take
p = const)&exp( —P P» or»a»tu»). That is, we may
assume that in the past only the oscillators were in
thermal equilibrium at temperature P '. As a result of
the coupling, the entire system will come very quickly
to thermal equilibrium at the same temperature. The
energy of the single electron and its coupling are in-
finitesimal (of the order 1/V) relative to the heat bath
of the system of phonon oscillators, so that the exchange
of energy between the electron and the lattice will bring
everything to thermal equilibrium at the original lattice
temperature.

With this choice of p, the dependence of U, U', and

p, in (7) on the phonon oscillator coordinates is suffi-

ciently simple so that the oscillator coordinates may be
eliminated and the entire expression reduced to a double
path integral involving the electrons coordinates only.
This reduction, explained in Appendix A, is carried out
by methods analogous to those used before by one of
the authors on problems in electrodynamics. '

The result is (taking a ~ —~, b —+ +~)

+" -1 d X(t)i' 1 dX'(t) 2-

dt—
2 dt i 2 dt

[E(t) X(t)—E'(t) X'(t)jdt

+—
2

d'E

(27r)'
{exp[iK X(t)]—exp[iK X'(t)]) X[y(oi», t—s)

X{exp[—iK X(s)j+exp[—iK X'(s))+ia(co», t—s){exp[—iK X(s)]—exp[ iK X'—(s)])]dsdt. (13)

The functions y(co, r) and a(oi, r) are given in Appendix A. In the special case of Frohlich s Hamiltonian the integral
on K can be performed to give

+" -1tdX(t) ' 1 dX'(t)~'-
dt+

2k dt 2 dt
[E(t) X(t)—E'(t) X'(t)]dt

+" +" e '~' '~+2P(P) cos(t —s) e+'~' '~+2P(P) cos(t —s)
+in2

[ X(v) —X(s) [ i
X'(t) —X'(s)

)

2[e—'&' '+2P(P) cos(t —s)j-—dtds, (14)
i
X'(t) —X(s) i

where P(P)=[eo—1] '.
The double integral QX(t) SX'(t) is only over those paths which satisfy the boundary condition X(t)—X'(t) =0

at times t approaching ~~ . The boundary conditions on the paths at large positive or negative times, reflects
the arbitrariness of the inigi@l electron stage,
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Thus, we have reduced the problem of find G via (7),
(8), and (9) to that of finding the dependence of a path
integral (12) on the forcing functions E and E'. This
expression is exact [for the Hamiltonian (11)]but quite
complicated. In the next section we discuss approximate
methods of evaluation.

III. A METHOD OF APPROXIMATION

In I, a path integral, similar to (14), had to be
evaluated. It was argued there that in some rough
approximation the "interaction of the charge with
itself" represented there by a term in the action function
5, 2 ' 'ne ~' '~

~
X(t)—X(s)

~

', might be imitated by a
function So in which this term is replaced by
1/2Ce " '[X(t)—X(s)]'. One may think of the inter-

action term in S as indicating that at time t the particle
acts as though it were in a potential 2 'h'a J'„'e &' '~

&&
~
X(t)—X(s)

~

'ds resulting from the electrostatic
interaction of the electron with its mean charge density
of its previous positions [the weight for different times
being e &' '&]. The assumption then is that such a
potential may be roughly replaced by a parabolic
potential centered at the mean position of the electron
in the past [the weight for different times being
e~i' '&]. In fact, the extra parameter w can be adjusted
to compensate partly for the error of using a parabolic
potential in place of the true potential form. This
argument strongly suggests that the dynamical behavior
of the electron, (its motion under an applied electric
field) might be described approximately if we replace
4 by a Co, where

+" -1pdX(t)q' 1 d. X'(t) '-
Ch

2k dti 2 dt
[E(t) X(h) —E'(h) X'(h)]ch

+oo +oo

([X(t)—X(s)]'[e '"" '+2P(pw) cosw(t —s)]

+[X'(t)—X'(s)]'[e+""" '+2P(pw) cosw(t —s)]
—2[X'(t) —X(s)]'[e ""&' '&+2P(Pw) cosw(t s)])dtd—s (15).

The parameters C and m are to be determined so as
to approximate 4 as closely as possible. At zero tem-
perature (P=O), we shall fix C and w at the values
given in I. The assumption that Co is a good approxi-
mation to C for computing the mobility at low tem-
peratures is based on the supposition that the compari-
son Lagrangian, which gives a good fit to the ground-
state energy at zero temperature, will also give the
dynamical behavior of the system. In finding the
ground-state energy, the parameters can be chosen by
a variational principle but we know of no such principle
for the mobility. At finite temperatures the parameters
C and m can be determined from a variational principal
for the free energy which is a direct extension of the
method used in I for the ground-state energy, and re-
duces to it in the zero-temperature limit. Others"' '
have derived in detail the expressions from which the
best C and w may be determined for finite P. Thus, C
and w can be considered as known functions of a and p
even though, unfortunately, no closed analytic form
exists, and in any specific calculation they would have
to be evaluated numerically.

Actually, we shall not be satisfied merely to replace
C' by Co, but we shall obtain a first correction to s(v)

by studying, in the next section, the first term in an

'0 Y. Osaka, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 22, 437 (1959).
' ' M. A. Krivologz and S. I. Pekar, Bull. Acad. Sci. U.S.S.R.

21, 1i 130 29 (1957).

expansion of exp[i(4 —40)]:

e'~$ Xx) X'= e'~ox) XX)X'

+ e'~'i(C —4 0)SXn X'. (16)

In this section, however, we will consider only the
first term,

(17)

Lo———,'(d X/dt)'+-,'(d Y/dt)' —-', k(X—Y)'+ E X. (18)

If we calculate the g for such a system by integrating
over all the Y variables first, then (17) results; provided
we choose k = (it' —w') and M = (v' —w')/w' where
w'=w'+4C/w. However, LD can be re-analyzed as the

go
—— e'~&n Xn X'.

We can expect to evaluate the integral (17) exactly,
because the expression for Co is a quadratic form in
X(t) X'(t) and all such "Gaussian" path integrals can
be evaluated exactly. ' There are several ways to perform
the integration in (17). One way is to observe that the
expression (15) is obtained by eliminating the variable
Y from a system in which an electron interacts with a
single particle described by the Lagrangian
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sum of two normal modes,

Lp ———,'(M+1)(d Xs/dt)'+ E Xs+
2(%+1)

M
X[(dX,/dt)' —v'Xts] — —E X„(19)

(M+1)

so that go can be written as the product of two factors,
one for each harmonic oscillator. For a single oscillator
of mass m and frequency o), coupled as I (t) X, the
value of g is given in Appendix A. Here we have two
oscillators, one of mass )pit =&+1= v'/a)' and frequency
p))=0 coupled with a I'(t) = E(t), and a second oscillator
with ms ——M/35+1, o)s ——v, and I'(t) = —(M/3II+1) E(t)
= —[(v'—tvs)/v']E(t). If the contributions of the two
normal modes are combined, go takes the form

+Oo

go= exp — Lf(—)—f'( —)]{Lf()+f'( )]I'o( )
4m

+((f()—f'()3& ())~ ), (»)
where"

Vo(v) = —(v —tv )/(v —is) [(v—ie) —vs] (21)

and

7l 2'lO

Ao(v) =——[b(v+s)+()(v —e)]+[1+2P(Pv)]
2 v'Pe'

(vs tvs)
[tt(v+v)+ p(v v)] . (22)—

p3

We have expressed E(t) and E'(t) by their Fourier
transforms

interpretation that Gp(v) is the response we would have
predicted for the system Lo had we treated it classically.
In addition, there is no temperature dependence in Go
(except through the variation of the parameters v, w with
temperature). Both of these well-known results follow
from the linearity of Lo.""

For a particle of mass m, for low frequencies,
G= i/—nsv' so that a comparison of this expression with
(21) and (26) gives an effective electron mass m= v'/tv'.
This value for m is not the same as the more accurate
value given in I, but as Shultz has shown, it is numeri-
cally not very different over a wide range of e. Thus,
the reactive part of Go may be satisfactory, but the
dissipative (real part) appearing as it does all at the
single frequency e, must be only a very crude
approximation.

In the next section we shall compute the corrections
implied by the additional expansion terms in (16). We
shall And that the mass is now exactly that given in I,
and that the dissipatiion has a much more realistic
behavior.

T ~i4p
d3A.

[Cz('
(2z)s

exp {iK [X(t)—X(s)]}

X [y(o)z, t s)+ia(o)z, t—s)]dsdt—

IV. FIRST CORRECTION TERM

To evaluate the second term on the right-hand side
of (16) we shall have to integrate e'~o(4 —Cp). In order
to see what is involved, consider only one of the terms
arising from Ce'~o:

f(v) = E(t)e '"'dt. (23)
XX)X(t)X) X'(t). (27)

f(v) —ee
—'(vtl+ rte2

vT'
f~( ) —vse (vie rtervT

into (20), and find the term of order crt. Evidently

+00

Gp(r —o) = — I'o(v) e+'"'—')dv,
2'

(24)

To obtain Gp(r o) we must ev—aluate gp for E and E'
given in (g), that is to say, we must substitute

Other terms from 4 are similar to (27) with some re-
placements of X by X', while the terms from Cp we will
consider later. Evaluation of (27) requires a knowledge
of the path integral

R(K,t,s) = e'~' ex' {iK [X(t)—X(s)]}X)XX)X'. (28)

Once R(K,t,s) has been evaluated, (27) becomes an
ordinary multiple integral:

Gp(v) =+iYp(v). (26)

where Gp(r a) is the zeroth —order approximation to
G(r a) [Eq. (2)]. Ther—efore, /Czl'

(2m-)'
R(K,t,s)

Since Vo is the classical response function for the
comparison system Lo, the result has the immediate

"e is a small positive quantity and the limit a —+0 is to be
taken,

X [y((oz, t s)+i a((dz, t s)]dsdt. —(29)—
'2 V. L. Vernon, Jr. , Ph. l). thesis, California Institute of Tech-

nology, 1959 (unpublished)."R. W. Hell~varth, Hughes Research Laboratories, I'ourth
Quarterly Progress Report, September 15, 1958 (unpublished).
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f(v) = (se '" — rt—e '"'—)i (31)

The function R is easily evaluated. It is clearly given by
our general formula (20) with

f(v) —(&e ivy+—rte
ivr—)s+K(e—ivt e iv—s) (3p)

and'4

= (Gp+Gi) '. Of course, if Gi were truly small it would
not matter. However, there are excellent reasons to
believe that the expanded form is far more accurate.
This is best explained by considering a simple example
of a free particle to which we add a harmonic binding
as a perturbation. The resulting G's are LCp arising
from tsm(d X/dt)' only],

Similarly, a term of the form (27) with X(t) replaced
by X'(t) can be expressed in terms of our general path
integral (20) by using the proper f's, and

Gp(v) =+iVp(v) = i/—mv' (39a)

f(v)
—

(&e
—

ivy+ teti v r)j— Ke iv s— (32) Gi(v) = ii—p ps/mv4 (39b)

f'(v) = (se '"' —
rte —'"')s

—Ke—'"' (33) where ~0 is the natural frequency of the oscillator. In
this case the expanded form of s(v) is

In this way, J'e'~pCSXSX' can be evaluated. Similarly
the term J'e'~pCpX)XSX' may be obtained. To get
J'e'~p)X(t) X(s)]—'SXSX', one can differentiate E
with respect to E twice and evaluate it at E=O.
(Details are given in Appendix B.)

The final result for the first-order change in G is

Gi= i@—'(v)[')f(v)+(4C/w)v'/(v' —w')] (34)

ivs(v) =m(ppp' —v'). (40)

The true G(v) shows a structure (resonance at v=tpp)
which is not reflected in an expanded form of G, but
which is precisely duplicated (for this linear system) if
one expands s(v). Therefore, we substitute (34) into (38)
to obtain the simple result,

where —ivz(v) =v' —X (v). (41)

and

x( )= $1—e'""] ImS(tt)dtt, (35a)

S(u) =
2K'

/Cx['
(2tr)' 3

e
—X2D (u) /2

'K V
—ZO

D(tt) =— Li —e+'"
'V ZO 8

+4P(Ps) sin'(hatt/2)] —itt+tt'/P . (35c)

For Frohlich's Hamiltonian, the integration over K may
be done to give

S(tt) =2n/3+tr f [D(N)] ' '$e' +2P(P) costt]). (36)

We have found an approximate form for G(v):

G(v) =Gp(v)+Gi(v). (37)

From it we may find the impedance to first order in

Gi(v):

vz(v) = 1/G(v) 1/Gp(v) —L1/Gp(v)']Gi(v). (38)

The question arises as to whether it is more accurate to
expand in this way or to leave the formula as vs(v)

"Equation (20) is a one-dimensional formula. FOr the case of
vector forces the product of two f's is to be interpreted as a dot
product.

)exp(iipxN)+2P(Pipz) cos(ipzm)]. (35b)

"Im" means the imaginary part and the function D(N)
is defined as

With x(v) given by (35), this is our final expression for
the impedance of the polaron. It is Eqs. (41) and (35)
which we will evaluate in various limits and discuss in
the following sections.

The first term on the right-hand side of (41) is a pure
free-particle term, while x(v) contains all of the correc-
tions due to the interaction with phonons. The entire
dependence of our results (41) on the trial action Cp is
in D(N), Eq. (35c). D(N) in turn appears only in the
exponential term in Eq. (35b). This exponential is an
eGect due to recoil as can be seen by expanding the
exp(iK X) term in the Hamiltonian as 1+iK. X (which
we may call a dipole, or linear coupling approximation).
If the expansion is made, then the exponential term
e x' &"' ' in (35b) will not appear. In other words, if
we had any problem in which the field oscillators were
coupled linearly to the electron's coordinate X, then
our method would give us the exact formula for the
impedance irrespective of the choice made for the trial
functional Co. '5 This is fact in the best argument for
treating the perturbation expansion (16) as an expansion
for s(v) in the manner of Eq. (38).

Therefore, insofar as the system of phonons behaves
as though they were linearly coupled, so there were no
recoil effects, (41) is exact. However, recoil effects are
included in (41); it is only that they are not included
precisely. They are approximated by finding their e6ect
for the imitative functional Co rather than the true
functional C. For this reason we expect (41) to be an
excellent approximation to the true impedance of the
polaron.

"Assuming that 40 also implies a linear coupling and is a
quadratic functional of X(t), X'(t).
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Imp(v) = Im (44)

Imx(v) = sinh(Pv/2) (4Sa)e '(1 coshv—r)ZVS V =V
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u'=—P'/4+RP coth(Pv/2),

b =RP/sinh(Pv/2),
(47b)

(47a)
0 [u'+a' —b cos(au) j'"
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R—= (()2—w2)/w22).

3. Dissipation at Low Temperatures

(47c)

X 1+
3/Re P" cos(2)u) 15 P'R'p P"+-

(us+ u2) 4 (u2+(22)2

For low temperatures e & and, therefore, e &" are very
much less than one, so that (47a) may be expanded as
a power series in b.

2n sinh()3v/2) 2) ) ' "cos(vu) cosu
Imx(v) =

3/2r slnh(P/2) w) (u'+(2') "'

(3/4 0) ' '"' ""'" (51)

(they are present in number e p) so the outgoing electron
momentum is (1+v)'/'. The third corresponds to the
electron absorbing a phonon and emitting a quantum
Av to the electric held. This emission contributes nega-
tively to the energy loss of the electric 6eld. The fourth
term results from a particularly energetic electron of
energy exceeding 1+v radiating a phonon and emitting
a quantum to the field.

Since the dc mobility is given by the Im)((v)/v as
v —& 0 (50) gives an expression at low temperatures for
the dc mobility of the Frohlich model. Using our trial
functional Co, we find that

[1+cos(22)u)]+ . du. (48)

Now an integral like j'cos()(u)du/(u'+(22)"' falls off
exponentially like (22r

l x l )'/2((2) 2/2p l "l~ as )( increases.
Thus, the smallest values of ) count, and these count
with the smallest power e I' in front. This permits us to
select the important terms for each v. For example, the
last term in brackets contributes when v=2()+1 for
there is a contribution from cos(vu) cos(u) cos(2vu). The
e t" is compensated for by the e&(~'& ' in front.

For v&1+2), and l1—vl) p ', only the first term in
the expansion contributes and we obtain

Imx(v) = snl —
l

(1 e P')—eP("—')"—
&w)

XL(l „—11)'"p Plv —il/2p —Rlv —ll

+(v+ 1)1/2p —P (v+1)/2p —R (v+1)) (49)

As P —+ eo this shows a threshold at v=1. Below v=1
the result is nearly zero; above, it is ~-'s(2(()/w)'(v —1)"'
Xexp[—R(v —1)). This is the threshold to create one
optical phonon from the energy quantum Av supplied
by the external 6eld. If we have an excess energy v —1,
the final electron has momentum proportional to
(v —1)'/' and this appears as a factor because of the
phase space available. The cross section depends in
some way on the frequency above threshold; the factor
exp[—R(v —1)$ is a rough approximation to this,
generated by our model Co.

To study the dependence on P in a little more detail,
in case v &1, (49) can be rewritten as

Im)((v) = a( /sw) 2)[(12v)' 2p P(' —")e R(' ")

+(1+v) 1/2p—R(1+v)p
—P (1 v) 1/2p—R(1—v) p

—P

(1+v)1/2p —R(1+v)p—P(1+v)j (5())

The terms are easily understood. In the first, an electron
absorbs a quantum of energy v to emit a phonon with
energy one. The chance that the electron has enough
energy, 1—v, to do this is e t'(' "). In the second, the
electron absorbs a quantum v and also absorbs a phonon

The dependence of (51) on the coupling strength n is

as (2 ' for small n (and high p) because the "best" w = 2)

for small (2 (see I). This dependence on (2 is of course
the same as is derived by perturbation theory. As o.

becomes large ((r&)1) the best parameters satisfy the
relation 2)/w ns. Therefore, the mobility /2 becomes
proportional to n Ve ' at high coupling strengths. The
result (51) c(222 220/ be compared directly with the results

of previous calculations" "' because its temperature
dependence is pP/P rather than the pP dependence found

in the other approaches. At high P (where these previous
calculations are valid), the different dependence on

temperature would be experimentally unobservable.
However, the origin and significance of this (incorrect)
temperature dependence is interesting and will be dis-

cussed at some length in a later section.
Returning to our general expression for the Imx(v)

(48), we see that there are other thresholds at higher

frequencies coming from higher terms in the sum (48).
For P= ~ the next threshold is at v=()+1, the contribu-

tion above threshold being (2a/3) (2)/w) '(v —2)—1)"'
Xexp[—R(v —2) —1)$. These higher thresholds corre-

spond to exciting the electron to an excited state of

energy v and emitting a phonon. The position of this
excited state (at v) and the higher ones along with the
selection rule that says these cannot be excited without
the emission of a p-state phonon is a fiction supplied

by our imitating action 40.
Of course, for strong couplings, there will be such

complicated excited states, with partial selection rules

leading to a complex curve for Imx(v). For strong
electron-phonon coupling, the electron is in eGect bound
in a potential which it makes by distorting the lattice in
its neighborhood. If the lattice were held fixed in this
distorted state, we would expect the electron to have
various excited states in this potential. In fact, the
lattice moves so that "states" are unstable, but for
large o. the excitation energies are of order n' larger than
the lattice frequency so it cannot follow quickly enough.

"F.Low and D. Pines, Phys. Rev. 98, 414 (1955).
"Y.Osaka, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 25, 4, 517 (1961).
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)00

'3 4 5 )0

Fro. 1.Plot of Im x(v) for n =3, w=25, s= 34 and p= 100. v is
plotted in units of the optical mode frequency rd and Im x(v) is
plotted in units of (m/col.

The 1m'(v) should have a maximum when v is equal to
a frequency which can be absorbed in going to such an
excited "state." The widths of these maxima reQect
the lifetimes of these "states" for phonon emission.
Naturally, we cannot expect our approximate formula
(35a) to give such detailed results correctly. " It is
reassuring, however, that our method gives such a
realistic looking behavior, and strongly suggests that it
represents a long step forward toward the correct
Imx(v). In the last section we outline some ways of
improving the Imx(v). When the coupling is not too
strong (n=3), these thresholds are weak and hard to
see, and the curves will have a "washed out" appear-
ance. In Figs. 1—3 are given curves of Imx(v) vs v for
rr=3, et=5, rr=7 and for low temperatures (P=100).
These 6gures show the resonance effects very nicely. As

a functon of frequency each curve consists of maxima
of increasing width. As a function of a the curves show

more maxima of decreasing width as n increases. All

of the curves were computed numerically on an IBM
7090 computer, using an in6nite power series expansion
of (47a) in terms of Z functions (Bessel functions of
imaginary argument). The values of the parameters used

were m=2.5, v=3.4 forn=3, m= 2.1, v=4.0 forn=5, and
m=1.6, v=5.8 for n=-7.

l4

12

2 4 8 10 12 14 l6 18 20 22

Fro. 2. Plot of Im x(v) for n =5, w= 2.1, s= 4.0, and p= 100. v is
plotted in units of the optical mode frequency u and Im x(v) is
plotted in units of (m/~).

8 Pekar, in the strong-coupling limit, using Gaussian trial wave
functions for the electron, finds an excited state at precisely v.

l
0.$

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

Fto. 3. Plot of Im x(v) for a=7, w=1.6, v=5.8, and p=100. v is
plotted in units of the optical mode frequency ~ and Im x(v) is
plotted in units of (m/cu).

4. Behavior at High Temperatures

For high temperatures, P is small and (disregard for
a moment the variation of to/v with temperature) 6(N)
varies like I'/P. Therefore, only small I will be of im-
portance in the exponent, and we can expand 4(N)
(45c) as

The leading term is, therefore, that of perturbation
theory, and our formula is insensitive to the trial func-
tional Co. Actually this is even more accurate than it
appears, because as T rises the parameters v and m

change in just such a way that v' —z' falls making the
approximation (52) still better. "'"

At very high temperatures the perturbation theory
works because the electron has on the average, an energy
high compared to the lattice frequency. In this case the
effective polarization shouM fall to zero in the limit of
infinite temperature. %e, therefore, expect that the
accuracy of our formula will increase as the temperature
rises.

VI. VfEAK-COUPLING LIMIT; THE
BOLTZMANN EQUATION

In the limit of weak coupling (Cx small or a small)
the "best" mod. el parameters are v=zv or C=O. That is,
the model of (15) becomes the bare free electron.
Perturbation theory is also simply the expansion (16)
but with 4 0 just the free-electron inQuence functional
$i.e., D(N) = —iN+I'/P j. Therefore, our series
Gs+Gr+ . for the admittance agrees with perturba-
tion theory in the weak-coupling limit.

One would expect then, that in the limit of weak
coupling the mobility in constant 6elds obtained here
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that the collision term in (56) is negligible compared to
the iv term, in first approximation h=(p/iv) and is
indeed constant as we assumed. That is, (58) is a closer
approximation to the prediction of (56) the higher the
value of v relative to F. The answer is that the original
formulation of the Boltzmann equation is faulty at high
frequencies. It is assumed that the collisions are made
and that between collisions the particle drifts in the
electric field. But at higher frequencies new processes
are possible in which, for example, the electron absorbs
a quantum kv from the field and radiates a phonon. In
the quantum theory for higher v this cannot be analyzed
as the succession of two independent events. Therefore,
at the higher frequencies we may use our formulas (35).
If the resu1ts deviate from that of the Boltzmann equa-
tion we must conclude the latter is inaccurate.

The second point to discuss is this. We did not solve
the Boltzmann equation exactly; presumably, therefore,
I' is not exact. Why then is our result ti ' from (51) not
asymptotically exact as a —+ 0, in spite of our argument
that our formulas should be correct in perturbation
theory? The reason is easy to see from (57). For firtite v,

as the coupling gets weaker the collision term falls below
v and I' is in fact exact. Thus, for any v other thee sero
in the limit of infinitesimal coupling our result (45) is
exact. However, for v=0, to get the exact answer no
matter how small the coupling, the full Boltzmann
equation must be solved and our result for ti, (45), is
only an approximation. LMathematically, the lack of
uniform convergence arises when we invert G and
expand, because the resistive part of x(v) exceeds the
leading (reactive) term v' no matter how small the
coupling is if v=O.]

Although not exact, our result (45) for ti ' is still a
good approximation to the solution of the Boltzmann
equation. The value of p,

' obtained for Frohlich's model
at low temperature from (51) varies as P 'e e, while
from the Boltzmann equation we know that it should
vary as a constant times e ~.5 But because of the rapid
variation of the exponent these two are hard to dis-
tinguish (for example, the temperature at which the
mobility reaches a given value is imperceptibly di6'erent
in the two cases). At higher temperatures our results
for ti ' (46) no longer behaves as e e/P. In this case the
values obtained from (46) and the Boltzamnn equation
would come closer together. (At extremely low tem-
peratures Frohlich's model, of course, fails. Although
acoustic phonons are not very effective, they cannot be
disregarded for there are virtually no optical phonons
excited. ) As a test of our approximate solution of the
Boltzmann equation we have also analyzed a system
interacting at high temperature with acoustic phonons
with lC»l' proportional to K', pp» ——Esp, and p ')map'.
Such a coupling leads to a relaxation time for the elec-
trons which varies inversely with their velocity. In this
case ti is proportional to P in either theory, but Eq. (46)
gives a result 32/9ir or 13% higher than the more
accurate solution of (56) given by (59).

1 (d X(t))' 1
Sp ———

l

—

l
dt+ h(t —s)x(t)—x(s)dtds. (62)

2 5 dt ) 2

Then, putting It(t) = J'h(v)e'"'dv/2m, one finds that the
function h(v) which gives the lowest energy in the
variational principal at zero temperature, satisfies the
integral equation

h(t)=
3(2m-)'

where

&&e-"» e—'-»"
~ &dr (63)

2(1 cospr)— , (64)
t"+h(t) (2 )—

The Eqs. (35) treated as a self-consistent set with

D(u) generated from Y(v)=Lv'+x(v)] ' can be trans-
formed for P=O at least, to exactly this same pair of
Eqs. (63) and (64). In this case x(—i') replaces h(ti).
We therefore, can conclude (for P= 0) that if one tries as
a, trial action functional that for an electron coupled to
a general linear system, no such system will produce a
better result than one which has an impedance which jg

VII. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING ACCURACY

The entire dependence of our result (35) for the
polaron impedance on the imitating quadratic inRuence
functional C'p is contained in D(N) which is expressed in
terms of the model's response function, Yp(v). If in the
expansion we used a more elaborate (but still quadratic)
Cp, then all results would be the same but with a D(u)
coming from a different Yp(v) in (35). What is the best
Yp(v) to take? We note that Yp(v) was also the first
approximation to the desired function Y(v) = Livs(v)] '.
A natural suggestion, therefore, is that the best Yp(v)
is the "true admittance function of the real polaron".
Since the true Y(v) is unknown, perhaps the next best
alternative would be to use a Yp(v) in (35) such tha, t
the s(v) itself equals Liv Yp(v)] ', that is to use a Yp(v)
which satisfies (35) self-consistently.

To find a self-consistent Yp(v) is not, in general, easy.
However, one might use the results calculated here, for
example, and re-insert them as a new Yp(v) in (35) and
recalculate z(v) to find a second iteration, which might
provide an even better impedance with which to re-
calculate again if necessary. Aside from the great
amount of work involved and questions of convergence
of the procedure, we cannot even be sure if a substantial
improvement would result; however, the following ob-
servations do suggest that a self-consistent solution of
(35) couM result in a considerable increase in accuracy.

In the variational principle of I, one can try a trial
action functional So which is more general than the two
parameters one employed there and which describes an
electron coupled to a general linear system,
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the self-consistent solution of (35).'s (Possibly the same
is true for arbitrary P, but we have not checked this
point. ) These considerations substantiate further the
interpretation of the expansion (38) in terms of an
impedance rather than an admittance.

The above point, and the existence of a minimum

principle for the Boltzmann equation, suggest that some
minimum principle exists for the mobility x(—ifc) in
quantum mechanics at arbitrary P.

Another way to improve accuracy is to try to include
the next term (C —Co)s in the expansion. The integrals
to be performed still are of the form required for the
evaluation of the (C —C'p) term but with more com-

plicated driving forces E and E'. Although the calcula-
tion would proceed straightforwardly it would, in
general, be very laborious. However, for certain values
of v and P, one could do what amounts to the same thing
in a somewhat easier way, For example, for P '&v&1
the various terms in (50) could be improved by calcu-
lating the appropriate cross sections more accurately.
The cross section to absorb a quantum from the electric
Geld and emit a single phonon requires matrix elements
of quantities like @& exp(iK X,). Equation (50) corre-
sponds to calculating these with the propagator
exp(iCo), but an improvement can be made by calcu-
lating them with the propagator

I 1+i(C—C,)$ exp(iC, ).
For zero frequency the Boltzmann equation can be

used with the rates v(P' —+P) calculated with the
propagator exp(iC o); further improvement would again
result by adding a correction for the di6'erence of 4
and Co.
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integrals and performing the resulting Gaussian inte-
grals. "As an alternative method we choose to represent
the trace in free oscillator eigenfunctions. In this repre-
sentation (p,)„,„=e "P"(1—e s ) and

pL(*+ t)(y+ P)j=Z( + k)'(y+ &*)'/f'

in powers of x and y, one can show that G,„may also
be written as

f t(zg) (cP)
G =Go o(m!n!) ~~reft (A2)

(f—m)!(f—e)!
where

&=i(2(o) '" e'"v(t) dt. (A3)

The summation over m and n in our expression for g can
be done by the binomial theorem if one uses this ex-

pression for G,„;but the one in reference (4), Eq. (38),
for G,„', calling t=r+s, where r is the free index in
G „', permits summing first over r then over e. T)ie
final result is

g=GooGoo e~~

)(expL(1 —e s") '(z$ —i$')(i)*—z$'*e s )j. (A4)

Substituting in for Goo and Gpp we find that

( +ao +to

g= exp' st (V(f) —V'(f) j(h(s)+V'(s) j

&(y(co, t s)+i[y(s)—v'(s) ja(oo,—t s))dtds ~, (A—5)

where

g—=P, G„, G, *'e ~ "(1—e ~"),

where G,„ is given in reference (9), Eq. (38) and

G,„' is the same expression with p' replaced by p.
By expanding

APPENDIX A y(a, t s) = (1/co) s—inoo(t —s), t) s
=0, t&s

(A6)

a(co, t—s) = (1/2co) cos~(t —s)L1+2P(/co) j. (A7)

If v(v), v'(v), y(v), a(v) are the Fourier transforms of

v(f), v'(t), etc. , so that, for example,

In this appendix we discuss a fundamental path
integral (or trace) such as (7) for a single one-dimen- and

sional oscillator, in terms of which all other path
integrals can be immediately evaluated.

The oscillator Hamiltonian H=P'/2+aPq'/2. Let

U=exp —i (a,+v(f)q, $df,
v(f) = v(v)e'"'dv/2', (A8)

U'=exp i LH, '+v'(f) q', $dh, then the expression for g can be written in Fourier
space as

and p =e s~/Q The Tr(Up. ,U' ')=—g may be done in
several ways, for example by writing it in terms of path

'o One probably cannot get x (v) from (63) and (64) by iteration
for one finds x (—fp) only approximately this way and one cannot
pass to an accurate value on the real line from an imperfect
knowledge on the negative imaginary axis alone.

)i +"
pl

— Lv( —)—v'( —)3(h( )+v'( )3
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Here, " APPENDIX B

y(tp, v) = 1/(v —ie) '—toz (A10) We give here the details of the calculation of the first
order correction to G~. As explained in the text, we can
calculate an expression like (28) by substituting (30)

tz(pt, v) = (tr/2&a) [1+2P(pro))[tt(v+to)+8(v —to)). (A11) and (31) into (20). If we write

aild

iK2
g exp

I

eivt eivs
I

(Y'p+zAp)dv
4x

iE,
+ (es'vt etv )(pse tvs Yp+.z—rtA pe svv)dv-

27r

For the case of the Hamiltonian (11),we can represent
the particle motion by a path integral on X(t). Then we g'=exp — ale'"'(pe '"'Yp+igApe '"')dv

have in fact a large number of independent oscillators,
each coupled to the particle. The K mode of frequency

(t) G [ K X(t)) E } f for the expression (20) calculated for K= 0, the result
(20) with E included as in (30) and (31) is

these modes contributes a factor like jA9j to g so that
the final exponent is a sum of contributions from each gp~ t s~rr/
oscillator mode.

We shall need the functions (A10), (A11) and super-
positions of them (sums for various frequencies) which
we call Y(v), A(v). We shall also need another function
D(zt) defined as

D(N)=tr ' (sin(vzt) Y(v)+ [1—cos(vl))A (v) }dv,

(A12)

and 6(N) defined as D(N+iP/2). All these functions are
related to Y(v), in fact to its imaginary part Im Y(v).
We need it only for v)0, since ImF( —v) = —ImF(v).
For a single oscillator, from (A5) as we have Imy(v)
= —(tr/2tp)[it(v —cp) —tt(v+co)). 8ut tz(v) can also be
written as

iE,
+ (e '"' e'"')re'v—v(Yp+zA p)dv . (81)

2Ã

We shall ultimately only need the result to the first
order in pt7 [see (9)), so differentiating R with respect
to g and e, putting e=g=0 and calling the result

2r(E,t,s), we get (there is a 1/3 for averaging over
directions of K)'4

Z

r(E~t,s) = — Ype'"& s~dv

2x

hence, tz(v)= —coth(Pv/2) Imy(t). Further, since the
poles of a general Y(v) lie above the real axis, the real

part of Y(v) can be obtained from the imaginary part.
Proceeding in this way, we find the following expressions
for all the functions in terms of ImF(v):

(eivt eivs)e ivaY dv—

3(8tr')

&& (e' ' ve'"')iA—p(tt) e 'v'

2 " Im Y(tt)ztdtt
Y(v) =-

zr p (v —ie)' —tt'
(A13) +(e'"' e'v') e'&'[—Yp(tz)+iA p(tt) )dtt

tsee" —1
A(v) = —

I
Im Y(v),

brett"+1

(A41)
iVC2

Xexp
4x

I

e'"'—e'"'I '(Yp+iAp)dv . (82)

2 "t' 2(1—cosvzt)
D(zt) = ——

I
1—e'""+ Im Y(v)dv, (A15)

ee"—1

alld

2
A(zt) = —— [cosh(Pv/2) —cos(vzt) ]

Im F(v)dv. (A16)
sinh(Pv/2)

Although derived for a single oscillator, these relations
are linear and hold for any superposition of oscillators,

The first term is Gp(r o') times the path—integral with
e= q =0.Such a term arises no matter what we integrate,
so in total it gives Gp(r o)Je—'~t(C 'Cp) X)—Xg) X'. This
term just cancels when we remember that we must
divide (t}'g/BttBe) by g evaluated at p= &=0 for normali-

zation. Therefore, this does not contribute to G~, the
first correction of G from Go, and we omit it. The other
terms are later to be multiplied by a function of t—s= u

only, and integrated on t and s. Hence, we let t=zt+s
and integrate on all s's to get [note Yp( —v) = Yp*(v),
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Ap( —v) = Ap(v)]

E'
r(K, t s)—= — — 2(1—cosvu) I"p(v)

12%2

[I'p(v)+2iA p(v)]e""&'—&dv

[where Yp(t), Ap(t) are the inverse transforms of Fp(v),
Ap(v)]. Expression (46) is equal to D(u), delned in
(35c) for u) 0, and. D(—u) for u(0, since Yp(u) =0 for
u(0. Thus, this term in r(K, t—s) contributes a piece

K2
Yp(v) [F'p(v) +2iA p(v)]

3x

Xexp
iK2

(1—cosvu)(I'p+iA p)dv (B3) X (1—cosvu)Q(&prr, u)+y(p»r, —u)

+2ia(~rc, u)]e tx'—D & "&du (B. 5)

This will make a contribution to Gi(r o) —It is .already
in the form of a Fourier transform so for the contribu-
tion to Gi(v) we omit the integral on v and the factor
e'"&' '&. According to (29) we must next multiply
r(K, t—s) by y(o&z, u)+ia(&de, u) and integrate on u.
This is best done by dividing the range of I from 0 to ~
and from —~ to 0, and in the latter putting I~ —u
so that all integrals are over positive zc only.

The integral in the exponent is K'/2 tim—es

z

(1—cosvu) [Yp(v) +iA p(v)]dv

Adding the three other corresponding pieces from
exp(iK [X'(t)—X'(s)]), etc. , multiplying by ~Cz~',
and integrating over K [see Eq. (30)] gives the first
term in (35). The second term is gotten in an analagous
way from Co. %e need to expand our expression for
r(K, t s) ju—st to first order in K'. The terms like
e &~' ("~ are replaced by one. The resulting .expression
is an integral on u, Jp (1—e" )Sp(u)du, where

2 coswu)
5,&fp =Imc(e'-"+

~

= c siam.
ee"—1 &'

The integral on u gives Cv'/w(v' —w'), as in the last
=+i[Yp(u)+Yp( —u)]+2[Ap(0) —Ap(u)] (B4) term of (34).
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Phonon Fretluency Distribution in Vanadium at Several Temperatures
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The energy spectrum of a beam of 4 A neutrons scattered by vanadium has been measured using a con-
ventional time-of-Qight technique. Analysis of the results using the methods described by Placzek and
Van Hove has been carried out to determine the frequency distribution of phonons in vanadium. The
sample was held at 206, 300, and 860'K, and the e6ect of temperature on the phonon spectrum was observed.

The lower part of this spectrum is not "Debye" in form, but the departures from this simple shape become
less at increasing temperatures. The upper peak in the phonon spectrum previously observed is relatively
insensitive to temperature. A high-energy tail to the observed neutron spectrum is discussed; it is probable
that this indicates a tail to the phonon distribution, which previous measurements at room temperature
had failed to reveal.

1. INTRODUCTION

S INCE Born and von Karman' published their theory
of vibrations in crystal lattices, considerable atten-

tion has been devoted to the calculation of the distribu-
tion of frequencies and the variation of specific heat
with temperature. Blackman' has given a review of the
techniques of calculation, the results of the calculations,
and their comparison with measured specific heat
curves. Recently, frequency distributions have been

' M. Born and T. von Kdrmdn, Physik Z. 13, 297 (1912).' M. Blackman, Handbuch der I'hysik (Springer-Verlag, Berlin,
1955), Vol. 711, p~ 325.

studied by neutron scattering techniques which allow
much more detailed information to be obtained than
with the older methods. Scattering data obtained using
vanadium can be interpreted without difhculty, as the
scattering is almost entirely incoherent. This material
has been the subject of experiments by Stewart and
Brockhouse' and by Kisenhauer et ul.4 Unfortunately
(as discussed below), these experiments lack the pre-

3 A. T. Stewart and B.N. Brockhouse, Revs. Modern Phys. 30,
250 (1958).

4 C. M. Eisenhauer, M. I.Pelah, D. J.Hughes, and H. Palevsky,
Phys. Rev. 109, 1046 (1958).


